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releasing in 2000, soumitra chatterjee's highly praised film, chalti ka naam gaadi, originally in marathi, produced a stir in bollywood. chalti ka naam gaadi is a

tragic story about a man from a poor background, whose love life is already tense, further challenged by the unexpected arrival of a girl he's never met
before. the story takes an unusual turn, with many of the characters beginning to reveal clues about a dark secret everyone else is trying to keep. anxious

waiters, an unruly crowd, and gruesome solutions all contribute to this shocking, black comedy.the climax of the movie is a critical achievement, and it's one
of the many gems in this 2017 hindi remake. watch the trailer here check out chalti ka naam gaadi on netflix 89. gulaal (2000) imdb rating: 7.0/10 director:
rajkumar hirani the film is an excellent hindi-language romance drama movie produced by bhushan kumar and directed by shyam kaushal. it is directed by
shyam kaushal, who previously directed 2017’s one of the greatest bollywood films, hit and run. the plot focuses on the heartbreaking romance between a
young nri, a wealthy american businesswoman played by anushka sharma, and a struggling musician played by alia bhatt. however, sharma and bhatt are

not meant for each other.the film had only one female lead!dedicated to rahul gandhi, this movie is a tribute to the son of the country’s most powerful leader.
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